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Next-Generation Sequencing of Duplication CNVs
Reveals that Most Are Tandem
and Some Create Fusion Genes at Breakpoints

Scott Newman,1,2 Karen E. Hermetz,1,2 Brooke Weckselblatt,1 and M. Katharine Rudd1,*

Interpreting the genomic and phenotypic consequences of copy-number variation (CNV) is essential to understanding the etiology of

genetic disorders. Whereas deletion CNVs lead obviously to haploinsufficiency, duplications might cause disease through triplosensi-

tivity, gene disruption, or gene fusion at breakpoints. The mutational spectrum of duplications has been studied at certain loci, and in

some cases these copy-number gains are complex chromosome rearrangements involving triplications and/or inversions. However, the

organization of clinically relevant duplications throughout the genome has yet to be investigated on a large scale. Here we fine-mapped

184 germline duplications (14.7 kb–25.3 Mb; median 532 kb) ascertained from individuals referred for diagnostic cytogenetics testing.

We performed next-generation sequencing (NGS) and whole-genome sequencing (WGS) to sequence 130 breakpoints from 112 sub-

jects with 119 CNVs and found that most (83%) were tandem duplications in direct orientation. The remainder were triplications

embedded within duplications (8.4%), adjacent duplications (4.2%), insertional translocations (2.5%), or other complex rearrange-

ments (1.7%). Moreover, we predicted six in-frame fusion genes at sequenced duplication breakpoints; four gene fusions were formed

by tandem duplications, one by two interconnected duplications, and one by duplication inserted at another locus. These unique

fusion genes could be related to clinical phenotypes and warrant further study. Although most duplications are positioned head-to-

tail adjacent to the original locus, those that are inverted, triplicated, or inserted can disrupt or fuse genes in a manner that might

not be predicted by conventional copy-number assays. Therefore, interpreting the genetic consequences of duplication CNVs requires

breakpoint-level analysis.
Introduction

Genomic copy-number variation (CNV) is a major cause of

birth defects, intellectual disability, autism spectrum disor-

ders, psychiatric disorders, and other neurodevelopmental

disabilities. Approximately 10%–15% of children referred

for diagnostic CNV testing have a rare deletion or dupli-

cation responsible for their phenotype.1,2 Clinical in-

terpretation of germline CNVs is based on genomic size,

gene content, and segregation of the CNV with pheno-

type.3 Recurrent CNVs with common breakpoints can

define genomic disorders characterized by particular

clinical features because the same genes are deleted or

duplicated.4 However, even recurrent deletions and dupli-

cations exhibit variable expressivity and incomplete pene-

trance among individuals with the same CNV.5–7 Of the

approximately 75% of germline CNVs that are non-recur-

rent,8–10 some share a critical region that segregates with

a particular phenotype, but the pathogenicity of others

cannot be easily inferred from the genes deleted or dupli-

cated. Thus, interpreting the phenotypic consequences of

CNVs is challenging.

Haploinsufficiency for genes within a deletion CNV is

a well-recognized cause of genetic disease. Duplication

CNVs can lead to triplosensitivity for some genes, among

them CREBBP11 (MIM 600140), LMNB112 (MIM 150340),

MECP213 (MIM 300005), and PLP114 (MIM 300401), but
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the pathogenicity of most duplications is not explained

by an extra copy of one gene. Larger CNV size and greater

gene number correlate with duplication pathogenicity,2,8

consistent with deleterious consequences from extra

copies of many genes. In addition, phenotypes could be

due to disruption or misregulation of genes that span

duplication breakpoints; however, it is impossible to infer

the effects of duplications on gene structure without

resolving breakpoints and determining the orientation

and location of the duplicated segment. Though many

deletion breakpoints have been sequenced, sequencing

duplication CNVs has proved more of a challenge.15–17

Thus, many questions remain about the genomic organiza-

tion and genetic consequences of duplication CNVs.

In this study, we fine-mapped 184 clinically relevant

duplications and sequenced 130 breakpoint junctions.

This large-scale analysis revealed that most duplications

are tandem in direct orientation adjacent to the original

locus. Intragenic duplications disrupt the reading frame

of at least some gene isoforms. Intergenic direct duplica-

tions might disrupt or fuse genes at breakpoint junctions,

but leave one intact gene copy on the duplication allele.

Inverted and inserted duplications have the potential to

disrupt genes at breakpoint junctions without preserving

an intact copy (Figure 1). Thus, determining the orienta-

tion and location of duplication CNVs is essential to inter-

pret their effects on genes and correlate with phenotypes.
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Figure 1. Genetic Outcomes for Duplica-
tion CNVs
Duplication of region B can be in direct or
inverted orientation or can be inserted at
another locus. Genes (arrows) and duplica-
tion breakpoints (dashed lines) are shown.
Whole-gene duplication can lead to triplo-
sensitivity, whereas intragenic duplica-
tions can disrupt the reading frame and
cause loss of function. Direct intergenic

duplications can generate a nonfunctional gene at the breakpoint junction while maintaining intact genes at the edges of the duplica-
tion. Intergenic duplications with breakpoints in two different genes can create a gene fusion if the genes are in the same orientation and
the reading frame is maintained. Inverted intergenic duplications can create a fusion gene at the junction and will mutate one gene
(gray) without retaining an intact copy at the locus. Loss of one gene copy through inverted duplication can lead to haploinsufficiency.
Insertional translocations can disrupt or fuse genes at the site of insertion (gray).
Subjects and Methods

Human Subjects
This study was approved by the Institutional Review Board (IRB) at

Emory University. Individuals were referred for clinical microarray

testing with indications including but not limited to intellectual

disability, developmental delay, autism spectrum disorders,

congenital anomalies, and dysmorphic features. Duplications

were initially identified via diagnostic chromosomal microarray

analysis (CMA) performed at Emory Genetics Laboratory (EGL).

Clinical microarrays have genome-wide coverage with one oligo-

nucleotide probe per ~75 kilobases and greater probe density in

targeted regions.18 The genomic coordinates of duplications iden-

tified by CMA are listed in Table S1.

High-Resolution Array CGH
We designed custom 60K CGH arrays with oligonucleotide probes

targeted to the 250 kb surrounding proximal and distal ends of

duplications identified by clinical CMA (Agilent Technologies).

Oligonucleotide arrays were designed with the Agilent eArray pro-

gram; array design ID (AMADID) numbers are listed in Table S1.

DNA extraction, microarray hybridization, scanning, and analysis

were performed as described previously.19

Next-Generation Sequencing
Once we fine-mapped breakpoints by high-resolution array CGH,

we targeted regions 20 kb proximal to 20 kb distal of breakpoints

with SureSelect Target Enrichment probes (Agilent Technologies).

We designed three SureSelect libraries that encompass 1.8, 2.3, and

2.7 Mb with 33 tiling to capture breakpoints from 190 subjects

(ELID 393121, 397531, and 404011, respectively). Breakpoints

mapped by array CGH and the corresponding SureSelect libraries

are listed in Table S1. SureSelect capture and sequencing were

performed by the Genomic Services Lab at Hudson Alpha Institute

for Biotechnology (Huntsville, AL). Five to seven genomic DNA

samples were multiplexed per SureSelect capture using one of

the three custom bait libraries. The resulting 38 capture libraries

were barcoded and pooled, four libraries per sequencing lane.

We performed 100-bp paired-end sequencing in 9.5 lanes of an

Illumina HiSeq 2000 instrument.

Our structural variation (SV) pipeline identifies sequence reads

that span duplication breakpoints. First, we aligned paired-end

fastq files to the GRCh37/hg19 reference genome by using

BWA-0.5.920 and identified improperly aligned pairs with the

SAMtools-0.1.18 filter function.21 Discordant read pairs were clus-

tered to predict structural variants.22 By using CIGAR scores, we

identified split reads where only part of the read aligns to the refer-
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ence genome and inspected these regions by IGV.23 To map dupli-

cations in the pseudoautosomal region, sequence reads were

aligned to a human reference genomewithout the Y chromosome,

and reads were processed as above.

We also sequenced five genomes via WGS at Complete Geno-

mics.24 Using Complete Genomics Analysis Tools (CGA Tools),

we converted mappings and reads to .bam files to analyze discor-

dant and split reads with our SV pipeline.

Sanger Confirmation of Breakpoint Junctions
To confirm breakpoints mapped from NGS and WGS, we attemp-

ted to PCR and Sanger sequence breakpoint junctions.19 We

downloaded the reference sequences surrounding predicted SV

junctions from Ensembl and designed primers with Primer 3.

For standard breakpoint PCR, we performed 30 cycles of 98�C
for 10 s, 57�C for 15 s, and 68�C for 3 min. We also performed

long-range PCR for some duplication junctions (Table S1). Start-

ing with breakpoints identified by high-resolution array CGH,

we designed multiple primer pairs spaced at approximately 3 kb

intervals. We performed PCR using all possible primer combina-

tions with touchdown PCR. An initial denaturing step at 95�C
for 3 min was followed by 10 cycles of denaturation at 95�C for

30 s, annealing at 72�C (decreasing 1�C every cycle) for 45 s,

and elongation at 72�C for 10 min. The remaining 25 cycles

had an annealing temperature of 57�C with denaturation and

elongation as above. We purified PCR products from agarose

gels, and cloned and sequenced the products according to stan-

dard methods. DNA sequences were aligned to the human

genome reference assembly GRCh37/hg19 with the BLAT tool

at the UCSC Genome Browser.

Microhomology Simulations
To investigate the amount of homology shared between sequences

brought together by duplication junctions, we generated a control

dataset of simulated tandem, direct duplications. We applied the

random number function within a custom Perl script to generate

a list of 1,000 genomic regions from random chromosomes of

random sizes between 14.7 kb and 25.3 Mb. We downloaded

each genomic region from the GRCh37/hg19 reference genome

using ‘‘getfasta’’ from BedTools.25 For the 1,000 regions, we used

a custom Perl script to array simulated duplications in direct orien-

tation and count microhomology at the junctions. Code is avail-

able at SourceForge.

Mapping Insertions
We performed BLAT alignments to determine the origin of

inserted sequence.26 For insertions that were too short to
an Journal of Human Genetics 96, 208–220, February 5, 2015 209



Figure 2. Duplication Breakpoint Sequencing
(A) High-resolution array CGH of genomic DNA from subject
EGL464 fine maps the 568-kb duplication. Log2 ratio of subject
versus control signal intensity is shown on the y axis.
(B) SureSelect target enrichment of the 20-kb region surrounding
breakpoints (dashed lines) followed by next-generation se-
quencing and alignment of paired-end reads (gray) reveals
sequences from the normal chromosome 1 (chr1: 46,084,756–
46,085,053).
(C) Discordant reads (green) that map to this region have mate
pairs that map to the positive strand at chr1: 46,652,055–
46,652,356, consistent with a direct, tandem duplication.
(D) Split reads that span the duplication junction misalign
(colored vertical lines) to the reference genome at the site of the
breakpoint (arrow; chr1: 46,084,825).
BLAT, we searched for nearby matching sequences. We down-

loaded from Ensembl 10 kb of genomic sequence proximal

and distal of breakpoint junctions. For each 20-kb region, we

searched for sequences similar to the inserted sequence using

Perl regular expressions, allowing up to 30% of bases to

mismatch.

Fusion Gene Prediction
For duplications with genes at both breakpoints, we analyzed the

gene orientation and reading frame to predict fusions. We

included all isoforms from Ensembl release 75 (GRCh37.p13)

and counted in-frame fusions as those with the same exon

phase.27
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Results

Duplication Cohort

We analyzed the genomic structure of 184 duplications

from 170 unrelated individuals tested at Emory Genetics

Laboratory (EGL) between 2007 and 2012 (Table S1). Four-

teen individuals had two duplications detected by clinical

array CGH testing that are derived from different chromo-

somes (n ¼ 7) or the same chromosome arm (n ¼ 7). We

included duplications that were reported as pathogenic

or of uncertain clinical significance and excluded common

CNVs present in the general population.8,28,29 We also

excluded CNVs with known etiologies: recurrent duplica-

tions mediated by non-allelic homologous recombination

(NAHR) between segmental duplications, inverted duplica-

tions adjacent to terminal deletions, and copy-number

gains due to supernumerary chromosomes, unbalanced

translocations, and trisomy. As determined by clinical

array testing, duplications ranged from 14.7 kb to 25.3

Mb, with mean and median sizes of 1.15 Mb and 532 kb,

respectively (Table S1). We performed fluorescence in situ

hybridization (FISH) or microarray testing on parent(s) of

78 probands to determine duplication inheritance. Five

were de novo, 41 were maternally inherited, and 28 were

paternally inherited. In four families, only the mother

was tested, and the duplication was not maternally

inherited.

Duplication Breakpoint Analysis

To fine map duplications, we designed custom high-reso-

lution oligonucleotide microarrays that target ~250 kb

around each breakpoint, with one probe per ~300 bp

(Figure 2). We manually inspected array CGH data and

called CNV boundaries as previously described19 (Table

S1). Based on duplication breakpoints from high-resolu-

tion array CGH, we performed SureSelect Target Enrich-

ment to capture sequence from 20 kb proximal to 20 kb

distal of breakpoints. Because individuals in our cohort

have a range of duplications, we were able to multiplex

genomic DNA from five to seven subjects with different

duplications per SureSelect capture and identify subject-

specific junctions during sequence analysis. After sequence

capture, we barcoded and pooled four SureSelect libraries

per HiSeq lane and sequenced 100-bp paired end reads.

We implemented a bioinformatics pipeline to identify

discordant read pairs: those that mapped too far apart,

too close together, in the wrong orientation, or to different

chromosomes. Out of 181, a total of 131 (62%) targeted

breakpoints were supported by unique discordant read

pairs (mean ¼ 12.6; median ¼ 9) that mapped aberrantly

compared to the reference genome. 91 of those junctions

were also supported by split reads that spanned the break-

point junction, and three junctions were supported by

split reads but no discordant reads.

For 97 out of 116 junctions (84%) identified by discor-

dant reads and/or split reads, we confirmed the break-

points by Sanger sequencing. Some junctions failed to
5, 2015



Figure 3. Breakpoint Junctions Reveal Signatures of DNA Repair
(A) Examples of junctions with Alu-Alu homology (purple), microhomology (blue), blunt ends, and insertions (bold) are shown. Dupli-
cation breakpoint junctions are shown as the middle sequence, aligned to the reference genome at the two sides of the direct duplica-
tions. Underlined sequence shows the origin of the templated insertion in EGL527.
(B) Frequency of Alu-Alu homology (H), microhomology (1 to>8 bp), blunt ends (0), and insertions (1 to>8 bp) at sequenced junctions.
Colors are the same as in (A).
(C) Breakpoints from 1,000 simulated duplications have a different distribution of microhomology and blunt ends compared to
observed junctions in (B) (p ¼ 5.117 3 10�12).
confirm due to lack of genomic DNA, and others failed

after multiple PCR attempts. In addition, we sequenced

nine breakpoints by long-range PCR and Sanger se-

quencing. In these cases, the breakpoints delineated by

high-resolution array CGH were sufficiently resolved to

predict and sequence breakpoint junctions without Sure-

Select. We designed primers to PCR amplify duplications

in direct or inverted orientation.15

We also performed WGS for five subjects with dupli-

cations.24 Duplications in EGL698, EGL823, EGL824,

EGL825, and LM223 were identified with CGAtools (Com-

plete Genomics) and our SV pipeline. 11–847 pairs of

discordant reads supported the duplication junctions in

EGL823, EGL824, EGL825, and LM223. CGAtools called

EGL698’s 165-kb duplication by read-depth but not junc-

tion reads (Table S2).

We analyzed the 118 breakpoint junction contigs from

Sanger sequencing or NGS split reads (Tables S3 and S4,

respectively). Ten duplication junctions were shared be-

tween at least two individuals, so there were a total of

108 unique duplication junctions. 3 out of 108 (2.8%)

junctions span homologous Alu repeats in the same orien-

tation at the two sides of the duplication, consistent with

Alu-Alu recombination. Duplication breakpoints from

EGL475, EGL577, and EGL671 had 248 bp, 285 bp, and

267 bp of homology between recombining Alus. 28 junc-

tions had short insertions (1–187 bp long) at the break-

points. Five insertions are homologous to sequence at

the breakpoint, eight are homologous to sequence 67–

5,345 bp from the breakpoint, and 15 are of unknown
The Americ
origin (Table S5). Five junctions had blunt ends, and 72

had microhomology 1–15 bp long (Figure 3). For the 77

junctions without insertions, we compared the length of

microhomology (0–15 bp) to microhomology from 1,000

simulated tandem duplication junctions. Observed micro-

homology was significantly different from simulated mi-

crohomology according to the Student’s t test withWelch’s

correction for unequal variances (p ¼ 5.117 3 10�12).

Fine-mapping duplications to the base-pair level by

high-resolution array CGH followed by breakpoint junc-

tion sequencing revealed greater complexity than recog-

nized by clinical microarray testing. We analyzed 130

breakpoints with discordant, split, and/or Sanger sequence

support from 112 subjects with 119 CNVs to interpret

duplication organization and orientation (Table S1). 99

out of 119 (83%) were tandem duplications in direct orien-

tation, whereas others were more complex rearrange-

ments, including triplications (10), adjacent duplications

(5), insertional translocations (3), an inverted duplication

adjacent to a cryptic terminal deletion (LM223), and a

duplication with unknown structure (EGL414).

Complex Duplications

Six individuals had two duplications derived from regions

300 kb to 2.63 Mb apart (Table S6). According to microar-

ray analysis, these CNVs have a characteristic duplica-

tion-normal-duplication (DUP-NML-DUP) copy-number

pattern.30–32 We fine mapped six DUP-NML-DUP rear-

rangements by high-resolution arrays and sequenced the

breakpoint junctions of five. Five DUP-NML-DUPs were
an Journal of Human Genetics 96, 208–220, February 5, 2015 211



Figure 4. DUP-NML-DUP and DUP-TRP-DUP Organization
High-resolution array CGH reveals duplications and/or triplications in EGL515 (A), EGL559 (B), EGL688 (C), and EGL407 (D). Log2 ratio
of subject versus control signal intensity is shown on the y axis. Normal copy number, duplicated, and triplicated segments are labeled
A–E for DUP-NML-DUP (A and B) and DUP-TRP-DUP (C andD) rearrangements. Gray arches connect sequenced junctions relative to the
reference genome (above) and the rearrangement (below). Duplicated and triplicated segments can be inverted (Inv) or in direct
orientation.
visible by clinical microarray, but EGL586’s 82.8-kb and

65.2-kb duplications were originally detected as a single

412-kb duplication (Table S1). Sequencing breakpoint

junctions from EGL515 and EGL605 revealed a common

DUP-NML-DUP structure, where an inverted duplication

is sandwiched in between another direct duplication.

Both of the duplications in EGL559 were in direct orienta-

tion, and the two sequenced junctions did not link the du-

plications (Figure 4). This could indicate two independent

direct duplications or a complex CNV that formed two

nearby duplications as a single event. Because parents

were not available for testing, we cannot distinguish these

possibilities. EGL586 and EGL629 have DUP-NML-DUPs,

with one direct and one inverted junction. We sequenced

two junctions of EGL586’s DUP-NML-DUP but could not

interpret the structure because the breakpoints map

outside of the duplicated segments. As for any CNV break-

point study, there may be additional breakpoint junctions

that we failed to sequence. This is probably the case for

EGL414’s duplication, which appears to be simple by array

CGH but has a junction connecting one end of the dupli-

cation to a site within the duplication.

We identified ten triplications embedded within dupli-

cations and sequenced at least one junction from each of

the DUP-TRP-DUPs. Duplications ranged from 557 kb to
212 The American Journal of Human Genetics 96, 208–220, February
5.43 Mb, and triplications were 26.0 kb to 4.97 Mb

(Table S7). For six DUP-TRP-DUPs, we sequenced two

breakpoint junctions and could infer the orientation of

the triplication relative to the duplication. EGL600,

EGL688, and EGL824 have inverted triplications, whereas

EGL407, EGL543, and EGL544 have direct triplications

(Figure 4). Triplications in EGL481, EGL501, EGL577,

and EGL690 are supported by only one sequenced junc-

tion, so we cannot infer their complete genomic organiza-

tion (Table S1).

Three duplications were inserted into different chromo-

somes. EGL526’s 24.6-Mb duplication of chromosome

5q23.3–q33.2 inserted into chromosome 9q21.13. The

insertion was confirmed by chromosome banding, and

sequencing of both insertion junctions revealed that the

duplicated segment was inserted in chromosome 9 in the

same orientation as its original locus on chromosome 5.

There is a 5.8-kb deletion of chromosome 9q21.13 at the

insertion site; however, this deletion does not fall within

a gene.

EGL483 has a 25.4-Mb duplication of chromosome

2p16.1–p12 and a 6.67-Mb duplication of chromosome

2q22.1–q22.2 inserted into chromosome 6. Though FISH

confirmed that both duplications inserted into the long

arm of chromosome 6, we did not sequence breakpoint
5, 2015



junctions that connected the two segments of chro-

mosome 2 to chromosome 6. Instead, we captured and

sequenced an inverted junction between the 2q22.1 dupli-

cation breakpoint and a region 1.67 Mb away. This inser-

tional translocation probably has additional breakpoints

consistent with an even more complex rearrangement.

EGL483’s mother carries a balanced form of the insertional

translocation, where both regions of chromosome 2 are in-

serted in chromosome 6 and aremissing from one chromo-

some 2.

We did not confirm EGL701’s 522-kb insertion of Xq22.3

into 9q34.11 by FISH or chromosome banding. However,

junction sequencing revealed an inverted insertion of

Xq22.3 into 9q34.11. Breakpoints on chromosomes 9

and X lie in USP20 (MIM 615143) and COL4A6 (MIM

303631), respectively (Figure 5). EGL701 has one intact

copy of COL4A6 on his X chromosome, one intact copy

of USP20 on one chromosome 9, and disruption of

USP20 on the derivative chromosome 9 that carries the

insertion. Based on the orientation of the genes and the in-

verted insertion of Xq22.3, this is predicted to result in an

in-frame fusion of exons 1–2 of COL4A6 and exons 4–26 of

USP20.

Though we excluded obvious inverted duplications

adjacent to terminal deletions from this study, breakpoint

sequencing revealed that LM223’s duplication was in-

verted and adjacent to a very small terminal deletion

that was not visible by CMA testing. This type of rearrange-

ment forms via a distinct mechanism involving a dicentric

chromosome intermediate that breaks to give rise to a char-

acteristic terminal deletion adjacent to inverted duplica-

tions separated by a short disomic spacer.33 Another dupli-

cation that appeared to be terminal by microarray analysis

turned out to be in direct orientation. WGS of EGL825’s

terminal duplication suggested an interchromosomal

duplication between chromosomes 9 and 12 (Table S2);

however, FISH confirmed that this is an intrachromosomal

duplication of the short arm of chromosome 9. Because the

distal breakpoint lies in subtelomeric segmental duplica-

tions, it is not surprising that the direct duplication junc-

tion mapped to a different chromosome.

Gene Fusions and Phenotypes

We analyzed genes at the 118 breakpoint junctions

with contiguous sequence to infer effects of duplication

breakpoints on gene structure (Table S1). 90 out of 118

breakpoints do not fuse genes in the same direction and

are not predicted to generate fusion transcripts. Five se-

quenced duplications lie within a single intron and do

not include splice sites. Intragenic duplications in

EGL456 and EGL527 are predicted to result in out-of-frame

transcripts of CNTN4 (MIM 607280) and TCOF1 (MIM

606847), respectively. EGL456 was referred for testing

because of infantile cerebral palsy. CNTN4 lies within the

region deleted in 3p� syndrome (MIM 613792), and rear-

rangements involving CNTN4 have been described in chil-

dren with developmental delay, speech delay, or ASD.34–36
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EGL527’s referring diagnosis of cleft palate is probably due

to loss of function of TCOF1, which causes autosomal-

dominant Treacher Collins syndrome (MIM 606847).

Intergenic duplications with genes spanning both break-

points can generate fusion genes if the genes are in the

same orientation and the reading frame is maintained.

Six fusions are predicted to be in-frame and 15 are pre-

dicted to be out-of-frame (Table 1). EGL480’s tandem

duplication juxtaposes exons 1–6 of SOS1 (MIM 182530)

to exons 2–33 of MAP4K3 (MIM 604921) in-frame

(Figure 5). Gain-of-function missense mutations in SOS1

cause Noonan syndrome.37,38 Although EGL480 does not

have a formal diagnosis of Noonan syndrome, he does

exhibit hypertelorism, seizures, and developmental delay

that could be related to gain of function in the SOS1-

MAP4K3 fusion product. EGL605’s DUP-NML-DUP fuses

the KCNH5 (MIM 605716) and FUT8 (MIM 602589) genes

and is predicted to be in-frame (Figure 5). A de novo

missense variant in KCNH5 has been reported in a child

with epilepsy.39 EGL605 was tested because she presented

failure to thrive as an infant and we do not know whether

she developed seizures later. EGL701 had a referring diag-

nosis of developmental delay, short stature, and multiple

congenital anomalies that might not be related to the

maternally inherited duplication that produces a putative

COL4A6-USP20 fusion at the chromosome 9 insertion

site. The phenotypic consequences of the putative

TRPV3-TAXIBP3 (EGL413) and LTBP1-BIRC6 (EGL415,

EGL478) fusions are difficult to predict because these genes

have not been implicated in neurodevelopmental disor-

ders (MIM 607066, 150390, 605638).

Duplications with Common Breakpoints

Most of the duplication breakpoints we sequenced (108/

118) were unique to a single individual in our cohort (Table

S1). Identical breakpoint junctions in unrelated individ-

uals are consistent with inherited CNVs present in the

population rather than new duplication events. Such

duplications might have no phenotypic consequences, or

they could confer a subtle disease susceptibility risk.

Despite their common origin, duplications with identical

breakpoints might appear to be different CNVs due to var-

iable array platforms in different studies. Thus, sequencing

breakpoint junctions can consolidate common CNVs and

clarify genotype-phenotype correlations. We describe

seven duplication CNVs with common breakpoints

confirmed by Sanger sequencing junctions.

EGL594, EGL595, EGL596, and EGL597 carry identical

1.3-Mb duplications of chromosome 12p11.1 as measured

by high-resolution array CGH. Based on the gene content

and abundant normal variation in this region, all four

duplications were interpreted as likely benign; however,

the large size met our criteria for clinical reporting. We

sequenced four duplications with identical junctions.

This pericentromeric duplication has been reported in da-

tabases of normal variation with slightly different break-

points8,28,29,40 and is probably a benign CNV. The 704-kb
an Journal of Human Genetics 96, 208–220, February 5, 2015 213



Figure 5. In-Frame Fusion Genes Predicted at Duplication Junctions
(A, D, and G) Genes that cross breakpoints are shown relative to the reference genome (above) and the duplication (below). The genomic
coordinates of breakpoints have been confirmed by sequencing (black) or high-resolution array CGH (gray).
(A) EGL480’s direct duplication of chromosome 2p22.1.
(B) The direct duplication fuses SOS1 to MAP4K3.
(C, F, and I) Domains of the fusion proteins in EGL480 (C), EGL701 (F), and EGL605 (I). We predicted fusion protein motifs by entering
fusion cDNA sequence from Ensembl 75 into ScanProsite.
(D) EGL701’s duplication of the X chromosome is inverted and inserted into chromosome 9.
(E) COL4A6 is fused to USP20 at the insertion site.
(G) Array CGH (above) and breakpoint sequencing (below) of EGL605’s DUP-NML-DUP. There are two possible structures for this rear-
rangement, and both predict a KCNH5-FUT8 fusion.
(H) KCNH5 fuses to FUT8 at the inverted junction of the two duplications.

214 The American Journal of Human Genetics 96, 208–220, February 5, 2015



Table 1. Predicted Fusion Genes at Duplication Breakpoints

Subject ID
Duplication
Structure

Predicted
Frame Fusion Gene

EGL456 intragenic, direct out of frame CNTN4

EGL527 intragenic, direct out of frame TCOF1

EGL413 intergenic, direct in frame TRPV3-TAX1BP3

EGL415 intergenic, direct in frame LTBP1-BIRC6

EGL478 intergenic, direct in frame LTBP1-BIRC6

EGL480 intergenic, direct in frame SOS1-MAP4K3

EGL605 DUP-NML-DUP in frame KCNH5-FUT8

EGL701 insertional
translocation

in frame COL4A6-USP20

EGL403 intergenic, direct out of frame ADD2-EXOC6B

EGL408 intergenic, direct out of frame H6ST2-GPC4

EGL465 intergenic, direct out of frame LPHN2-IFI44

EGL473 intergenic, direct out of frame SHDC-LY9

EGL492 intergenic, direct out of frame BARD1-FN1

EGL500 intergenic, direct out of frame RAF1-TMEM40

EGL509 intergenic, direct out of frame WHSC1-FGFR3

EGL542 intergenic, direct out of frame CACNA2D1-PCLO

EGL572 intergenic, direct out of frame LMX1B-MVB12B

EGL582 intergenic, direct out of frame TEAD1-MICAL2

EGL598 intergenic, direct out of frame PDZRN4-CNTN1

EGL617 intergenic, direct out of frame TRAP1-UBLAD1

EGL668 intergenic, direct out of frame PNPLA4-KAL1

EGL683 intergenic, direct out of frame TAB3-DMD

EGL692 intergenic, direct out of frame XIST-FTX
duplications of chromosome 2p22.3 in EGL415 and

EGL478 had the same breakpoint junctions and were

both inherited from parents. EGL460 and EGL461 have

identical 582-kb duplications of chromosome 1p36.32

that have one breakpoint in the PR domain-containing

protein 16 (PRDM16) gene. Heterozygous deletions and

mutations in PRDM16 have been described in individuals

with left ventricular noncompaction or cardiomyopathy

(MIM 605557).41 Because this duplication is in direct

orientation, it does not disrupt PRDM16. Further, neither

of our subjects had a referring diagnosis of heart disease.

The 668-kb duplication of chromosome 12p12.1 is iden-

tical in EGL408 and EGL592 and similar to duplication

CNVs in control databases.8,29

The duplications of chromosome 21q22.11–q22.12 in

EGL653 and EGL655 have identical breakpoints. KCNE1

(MIM 176261) and KCNE2 (MIM 603796) lie within the

duplicated region, and mutations in both genes have

been associated with long QT syndrome. EGL653 has left

pulmonary arterial atresia, and EGL655 has an atrial septal

defect. Duplication of this region, including KCNE1 and
The Americ
KCNE2, has not been reported in cohorts of children

with congenital heart disease42,43 but could be a risk factor.

EGL627 and EGL823 have duplications of part of intron

1 of PAFAH1B1, also known as LIS1 (MIM 601545). Sanger

sequencing confirmed that the entire 32.8-kb tandem

duplication lies within intron 1. These duplications were

interpreted as being of uncertain clinical significance

because mutations in PAFAH1B1 cause autosomal-domi-

nant lissencephaly. The two unrelated individuals share

the same duplication, and one was inherited from an unaf-

fected mother, so it is unlikely that this finding is related to

their clinical features. The indications for testing were sei-

zures (EGL627) and neurological disorder, newborn apnea,

and feeding difficulties (EGL823).

EGL543 and EGL544 have identical DUP-TRP-DUPs

of chromosome 7q21.12. This appeared to be a simple

1.5-Mb duplication by clinical array CGH, but fine map-

ping and sequencing revealed a DUP-TRP-DUP structure

(Table S7). Similar CNVs have been reported in databases

of normal variation, suggesting that this finding is not

related to the clinical presentations of EGL543 and

EGL544.8,28,29
Discussion

Chromosome duplications can cause phenotypes through

loss of function, gain of function, triplosensitivity, and/or

misregulation of genes within or near the duplicated re-

gion. Whereas deletions have a straightforward genomic

structure, duplications can have very different effects on

gene function depending on the duplication breakpoints,

duplication location, and gene reading frame. Our large-

scale study of chromosome duplications revealed that

most interstitial duplications are tandem and in direct

orientation relative to the original locus. The only inverted

duplications are those that are part of more complex rear-

rangements, including insertional translocations, inverted

duplications adjacent to terminal deletions, DUP-NML-

DUPs, and DUP-TRP-DUPs.

Triplications embedded within duplications have been

described at a number of loci.30,44–48 In most cases, the

triplicated segment is inverted relative to the tandem

duplication, and this conformation is known as DUP-

TRP/INV-DUP. Breakpoint analysis of six DUP-TRP-DUPs

in our study revealed that half of the triplications are in

direct orientation and half are inverted relative to the

duplication (Table S7). As shown by high-resolution CGH

and breakpoint sequencing, all ten of the triplications in

our study lie within larger duplications. This is character-

istic of the type II triplication structure, whereas type I trip-

lications are made up of head-to-tail triplicated copies

separated by segmental duplications.49 Some type II tripli-

cations are flanked by inverted repeats; however, we did

not detect this feature at any of the DUP-TRP-DUP bound-

aries in our study. Triplications derived from regions rich

in segmental duplications might be more likely to be
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mediated by homology between inverted repeats.44

Though some of our DUP-TRP-DUP breakpoints lie in

genes, none are predicted to form fusion transcripts.

DUP-NML-DUPs might also exist in direct or inverted

orientation. Breakpoint sequencing revealed that duplica-

tions in some DUP-NML-DUPs are connected. On the

other hand, duplications of different chromosome arms

are not usually part of the same CNV. Duplicated segments

were connected by inverted junctions in DUP-NML-DUPs

from EGL515 and EGL605, whereas direct junctions in

EGL559 did not connect the nearby duplications. Similar

DUP-NML-DUPs have been described at the MECP2 lo-

cus31 and other sites.30,32 The in-frame fusion of KCNH5

and FUT8 was not recognized until we sequenced

EGL605’s DUP-NML-DUP.

Insertional translocations make up 2.8% of the

sequenced duplications in our study. Other groups have

also found ~2% of clinically relevant duplications to be in-

serted in other loci.50–52 In two out of three insertional

translocations, we performed FISH to identify the location

of the duplicated material, and in one case the insertion

was detected only by breakpoint sequencing. EGL701 in-

herited this duplication of Xq22.22 from his mother, and

based on CMA we assumed that it was tandem. Instead,

the duplication is inserted into chromosome 9 and pro-

duces a putative COL4A6-USP20 fusion at the insertion

site. This fusion is predicted to be in-frame and could create

a unique fusion protein.

Intragenic duplications can disrupt gene reading frames,

leading to loss-of-function mutations. Breakpoint ana-

lysis of direct duplications in EGL425, EGL588, EGL627,

EGL684, and EGL823 confirmed that these duplications

lie within a single intron. Though these duplications

are not predicted to disrupt the reading frame, in some

cases intronic insertions can affect splicing of flanking

exons.53,54 On the other hand, intragenic duplications in

EGL456 and EGL527 are predicted to result in out-of-frame

transcripts in CNTN4 and TCOF1, respectively. Genes at

sequenced intergenic duplication breakpoints are pre-

dicted to generate 6 in-frame fusions and 15 out-of-frame

fusions (Table 1). Breakpoints that fuse genes with the

same exon phase can create unique in-frame fusion genes

(Figure 5). For example, the direct duplication in EGL480

can produce a fusion of SOS1 andMAP4K3. Structural rear-

rangements that fuse kinase genes are an important class of

oncogenes in leukemia and solid tumors.55 It is tempting

to speculate that the germline SOS1-MAP4K3 fusion gene

also plays a role in EGL480’s clinical presentation. In addi-

tion, transcripts that we predict to be out-of-frame might

produce proteins by alternative splicing using cryptic

splice donor and/or acceptor sites. Future mRNA and

protein studies are necessary to determine the functional

consequences of genes fused at duplication breakpoints.

Analysis of breakpoint junctions can shed light on CNV

mechanisms.Most sequenced breakpoints (67%) had short

microhomology between the two sides of the duplication,

and 26% had short insertions at the breakpoint junctions.
216 The American Journal of Human Genetics 96, 208–220, February
These junction signatures are consistent with nonhomo-

logous end-joining (NHEJ) or microhomology-mediated

break-induced replication (MMBIR).56 Similar junctions

have been described at tandem duplications of MECP2,57

LMNB1,12 PLP1,14 HUWE158 (MIM 300697), and other

loci. Regions that are enriched in paralogous segmental du-

plications or interspersed repeats give rise to more duplica-

tions via NAHR.49,59 We detected three duplications

flanked by pairs of Alu repeats that are 75%–88% identical

and that generate a hybrid Alu at the breakpoint junction

(Table S1). Similar homology has been described for other

Alu-Alu recombination events that give rise to interstitial

deletions and duplications.19,60,61

Almost all duplication CNVs in our study were inherited

from a parent. For 69 out of 74 (93%) trios tested, the CNV

was inherited, but because most parents have not been as-

sessed clinically, we cannot determine the penetrance or

expressivity of the duplication CNV. In general, duplica-

tion CNVs are less penetrant than deletion CNVs.2,7,62

Though de novo CNVs aremore likely to be disease related,

de novo duplications in our study were not particularly

large or complex. Two of the five de novo CNVs in our

study were complex (EGL501, EGL824), and the other

three were direct duplications 900 kb–1.2 Mb in size

(EGL617, EGL662, EGL825). Some of the largest duplica-

tions were inherited from parents (e.g., EGL568, 8.4 Mb;

EGL641, 11.0 Mb), so duplication size does not correlate

with those that are de novo. In addition, duplication

breakpoints did not change from parent to offspring. We

sequenced 17 breakpoints from family members with the

same duplication, and all the junction sequences were

conserved (Table S1).

The clinical significance of duplication CNVs is difficult

to interpret. Genomic gains detected by diagnostic CMA

testingmight represent a number of different chromosome

rearrangements that vary in pathogenicity and recurrence

risk. Inverted duplications adjacent to terminal deletions

have a characteristic appearance via microarray analysis

and in almost all cases occur de novo.33,63 Terminal gains

are most often unbalanced translocations, but in rare cases

might be inverted or direct intrachromosomal duplica-

tions. Chromosomes with a terminal duplication of one

end and a terminal deletion of the other end can be gener-

ated by recombination within an inversion loop. Because

parents of children with unbalanced translocations and re-

combinant inversion chromosomes might carry balanced

forms of the rearrangements, their recurrence risk for

another child with a chromosome rearrangement is sig-

nificant. Interstitial duplications are often inherited from

parents, so predicting outcomes for future pregnancies

is complicated by incomplete penetrance and variable

expressivity. Unlike recurrent duplications, those in our

study are too rare to compare the phenotypes of multiple

individuals.

Most interstitial duplications are tandem and lie in direct

orientation. More complex DUP-NML-DUP, DUP-TRP-

DUP, and insertional translocation CNVs can be detected
5, 2015



by clinical CMA and FISH, but without sequencing break-

points it is impossible to determine the orientation of

duplication segments that could disrupt or fuse genes.

Furthermore, these complex duplications were interpreted

as pathogenic (n¼ 5) or uncertain clinical significance (n¼
14) and were either de novo (n ¼ 2), maternal (n ¼ 6),

paternal (n ¼ 2), or of unknown origin (n ¼ 9). Thus,

even duplications with recognized complexity can be diffi-

cult to interpret. As NGS and WGS become routine for

copy-number analysis, it will be possible to capture CNV

and breakpoint junction data at the same time.64–69 These

breakpoint analyses, as well as future RNA and protein

studies, are essential to determine the functional conse-

quences of duplication CNVs.

Accession Numbers

Microarray data are deposited in the NCBI Gene Expression

Omnibus under accession number GSE62657. Breakpoint junction

sequences have been submitted to GenBank under BankIt1750132

with accession numbers KP007212–KP007329. NGS data were sub-

mitted to the Sequence Read Archive (SRA) under accession num-

ber PRJNA264978. WGS data are available through the database of

Genotypes and Phenotypes (dbGaP) under accession number

phs000845.v1.p1.

Supplemental Data

Supplemental Data include seven tables and can be found

with this article online at http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ajhg.2014.

12.017.
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